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DCS M4 CARRIER - MULTICAM
SKU: W-EO-DCS-M4-M-MC (Medium) / W-EO-DCS-M4-L-

MC (Large)

Warrior only uses the highest quality nylon threads
imported from the USA which are treated against both

UV and Mildew.

Fiber Resistance to Acid - Good
Fiber Resistance to Alkali - Good

Fiber Abrasion Resistance - Excellent
Fiber Resistance to Heat - 142 deg C (Highest
continuous temperature before breakdown)

Fiber Melting Point - 265 deg C

Warrior use 500D Nylon fabric feature enhanced tear
and abrasion resistance, and long lasting durability,

500D Nylon fabric made with solution dyed yarns are
inherently stain resistant and easy to clean. This

product contains MOLLE webbing that will allow you to
attach other pouches using the MOLLE system.

 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The DCS is a lightweight low profile system which is rugged yet ergonomically designed to provide exceptional comfort and
functionality. Designed with direct input from active S.F. Operators the DCS is suitable for both Special Forces requirements

and PSD Operations.

The shoulders are fully adjustable and have an emergency release on one side which frees the left hand side shoulder
section and allows the operator to remove the rig without having to remove his helmet. The side sections of the DCS are

fully adjustable for size and can be adjusted in under 15 seconds. 3D spacer mesh lining is used for comfort and allows body
heat to move away from the bodies surface while assisting in air flow to provide cooling.

The DCS was developed to be worn in tandem with the Warrior PLB Belt, Frag Belt and Low Profile Molle Belt (sold
separately).

The DCS M4 variant comes complete with 5 x Warrior Elite Ops M4 Mag Pouches, each pouch holds 2 x 5.56mm x 45mm
Magazines. Also includes 2 x Small Utility/Medic Pouch.


